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2900 ADAMS ST STE C225
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
TELEPHONE (951) 888-3300

VAN DAM, also known as Jennifer Destigter
1 VanDam, also known as Jennifer A. Van, also
2 known as Jennifer A. Vandam, also known as
Jennifer Destigter, an individual and as Trustee of
3 the Van Dam Family Trust, dated October 28,
2009; FRANCES LORETTA VAN DAM, also
4 known as Francis L. Vandam, also known as
Frances Van, also known as Francis Van Dam, an
5
individual and as Trustee of The Donald Dick and
6 Frances L. Van Dam Revocable Family Trust,
dated February 12, 1993, as amended; JAIME
7 SANCHEZ, also known as James D. Sanchez,
also known as Jaime Sanchez Diaz, an individual;
8 and RAMON MEDINA, also known as Ramon
Medina Arana, an individual; and DOES 1
9
through 50, inclusive,
10
Defendants.
11
12

Caru Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, a California non-profit public benefit

13 corporation, alleges herein as follows:
INTRODUCTION

14
15

1.

This is an action to remedy the ongoing abuse and neglect of cows and calves at Dick

16 Van Dam Dairy in San Jacinto, California.
17

2.

Dick Van Dam Dairy lets newborn calves die because, as one employee explained,

18 they’re worth too little money to bother saving.
19

3.

Supervisors and staff use violence as a daily management tool—motivating cows to

20 move and obey by kicking them in the face and in their sensitive udders, repeatedly jabbing their
21 faces, legs, and udders with splintered wooden canes and metal pipes, twisting their tails, poking
22 fingers in their eyes, and using other painful methods.
23

4.

Dick Van Dam Dairy violates industry protocol by using a metal hip clamp and

24 forklift to forcibly hoist downed cows—those too sick or hurt to move—off the ground and suspend
25 them precariously in the air. The dairy then moves them out of the way, drops them, and leaves them
26 to slowly die—without food, water, or veterinary attention.
27

5.

Defendants deny the animals at Dick Van Dam Dairy veterinary care, or even the
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1 relief of euthanasia.
2

6.

Defendants’ abhorrent actions violate California’s robust anti-cruelty laws. As this

3 State’s Appellate Court observed, “‘California has one of the nation's toughest anticruelty laws, and
4 enforcement of the law appears to be more rigorous than in many other states.’” (Humane Society of
5 the United States v. State Bd. of Equalization (2007) 152 Cal.App.4th 349, 359, quoting Francione,
6 Animals, Property, and the Law (Temple Univ. Press 1995) p. 119.)
7

7.

Plaintiff Caru Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals therefore brings this

8 action under Corporations Code Sections 10404 and 14501, for declaratory and injunctive relief,
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9 seeking an order declaring Defendants’ conduct to violate California law, removing cows and calves
10 from Dick Van Dam Dairy, and permanently enjoining Defendants’ unlawful practices.
11
12

PARTIES
8.

Plaintiff Caru Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (“Caru SPCA”) is a

13 California non-profit corporation incorporated pursuant to Corporations Code Section 10400. Caru
14 SPCA’s mission is to prevent and redress cruelty to animals throughout the State of California, by
15 bringing lawsuits against those who violate laws relating to or affecting animals. Caru SPCA has
16 previously obtained injunctive relief against a facility that was harming animals, pursuant to Caru
17 SPCA’s civil enforcement authority.
18

9.

Corporations Code Section 10404 authorizes a cause of action for specially

19 incorporated humane societies, such as Caru SPCA, to “proffer a complaint against any person,
20 before any court or magistrate having jurisdiction, for the violation of any law relating to or affecting
21 animals[.]”
22

10.

Corporations Code Section 14501 authorizes humane societies like Caru SPCA to

23 “enforce the provisions of laws of this state for the prevention of cruelty to animals,” even “in the
24 absence of a contract with a city, city and county, or county.”
25

11.

Defendant Dick Van Dam Dairy is a California general partnership with a fictitious

26 business name registered in the County of Riverside, as shown on the Riverside Assessor-County
27 Clerk-Recorder website (a true and correct copy of which is attached herein as ‘Exhibit 1’). Dick Van
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1 Dam Dairy is a mid-sized dairy operation, housing roughly 1,600 cows and calves. Dick Van Dam
2 Dairy is located in San Jacinto, California. Upon information and belief, Dick Van Dam Dairy is
3 operated from, and holds record title of certain real property within the County of Riverside,
4 California, commonly known as 3180 and 3190 Cottonwood Avenue, San Jacinto, CA 92582 and
5 3116 Cottonwood Avenue, San Jacinto, CA 92582.
6

12.

Defendant Dick Van Dam, also known as Donald Dick Van Dam, also known as Dick

7 V. Dam, also known as Donald VanDam, also known as Richard V. Dam, is, and at all relevant times
8 was, an individual residing in San Jacinto, California, and a partner of Dick Van Dam Dairy. Upon
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9 information and belief, he lives on the property where Dick Van Dam Dairy is located, and
10 employees consider him the real owner of the dairy.
11

13.

Defendant Dick Van Dam is a co-trustee of The Donald Dick and Frances L. Van Dam

12 Revocable Family Trust dated February 12, 1993, as amended, a California trust, with an address of
13 3180 Cottonwood Avenue, San Jacinto, California 92582. Upon information and belief, this action
14 may impact the distribution that has occurred or will occur to Dick Van Dam as Trustee of the Trust
15 in a way that may impact ownership of Dick Van Dam Dairy properties.
16

14.

All references to “Defendant Dick Van Dam” herein are to Defendant Dick Van Dam

17 in some or all of his capacities set forth above.
18

15.

Defendant Glen Alan Van Dam, also known as Glenn A. Van Dam, also known as

19 Glen VanDam, also known as Glen Van, is, and at all relevant times was, an individual residing in
20 San Jacinto, California, and a partner and manager of Dick Van Dam Dairy. Glen Van Dam oversees
21 the milking employees and the animal handlers at Dick Van Dam Dairy. Along with co-Defendant
22 Dick Van Dam, he oversees the production of raw milk at the facility and the sale of cows from the
23 facility at auction. According to a February 5, 2014 article in The Press-Enterprise, Defendant Glen
24 “Van Dam said he produces about 14,000 gallons per day from 1,500 cows.”
25

16.

Defendant Glen Van Dam is a co-trustee of the Van Dam Family Trust, dated October

26 28, 2009, with an address of 3190 Cottonwood Avenue, San Jacinto, California 92582. Upon
27 information and belief, this action may impact the distribution that has occurred or will occur to Glen
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1 Van Dam as Trustee of the Trust in a way that may impact ownership of Dick Van Dam Dairy
2 properties.
3

17.

All references to “Defendant Glen Van Dam” herein are to Defendant Glen Van Dam

4 in some or all of his capacities set forth above.
5

18.

Defendant Jennifer Ann Van Dam, also known as Jennifer Destigter VanDam, also

6 known as Jennifer A. Van, also known as Jennifer A. Vandam, also known as Jennifer Destigter, is,
7 and at all relevant times was, an individual residing in San Jacinto, California, and a partner of Dick
8 Van Dam Dairy.
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9

19.

Defendant Jennifer Ann Van Dam is a co-trustee of the Van Dam Family Trust, dated

10 October 28, 2009, with an address of 3190 Cottonwood Avenue, San Jacinto, California 92582. Upon
11 information and belief, this action may impact the distribution that has occurred or will occur to
12 Jennifer Ann Van Dam as Trustee of the Trust in a way that may impact ownership of Dick Van Dam
13 Dairy properties.
14

20.

All references to “Defendant Jennifer Van Dam” herein are to Defendant Jennifer Van

15 Dam in some or all of her capacities set forth above.
16

21.

Defendant Frances Loretta Van Dam, also known as Francis Vandam, also known as

17 Frances Van, also known as Francis Van Dam, is, and at all relevant times was, an individual residing
18 in San Jacinto, California, and a partner of Dick Van Dam Dairy.
19

22.

Defendant Frances Van Dam is a co-trustee of The Donald Dick and Frances L. Van

20 Dam Revocable Family Trust dated February 12, 1993, as amended, a California trust, with an
21 address of 3180 Cottonwood Avenue, San Jacinto, California 92582. Upon information and belief,
22 this action may impact the distribution that has occurred or will occur to Frances Loretta Van Dam as
23 Trustee of the Trust in a way that may impact ownership of Dick Van Dam Dairy properties.
24

23.

All references to “Defendant Frances Van Dam” herein are to Defendant Frances Van

25 Dam in some or all of her capacities set forth above.
26

24.

Defendant Jaime Sanchez, also known as James D. Sanchez, also known as Jaime

27 Sanchez Diaz, is, and at all relevant times was, an individual and day shift manager (and thus a
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1 supervisor) at Dick Van Dam Dairy who, upon information and belief, resides in San Jacinto,
2 California.
3

25.

Defendant Ramon Medina, also known as Ramon Medina Arana, is, and at all relevant

4 times was, an individual and supervisor at Dick Van Dam Dairy who, upon information and belief,
5 resides in Homeland, California.
6
7

JURISDICTION
26.

Section 10 of Article VI of the California Constitution gives superior courts original

8 jurisdiction over unlimited civil matters.
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9

27.

California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1060 gives this Court jurisdiction to grant

10 declaratory relief.
11
12

VENUE
28.

Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Sections 395(a) and

13 395.5 because all or substantially all of the events giving rise to the claims asserted herein occurred
14 within the County of Riverside, because Defendant Dick Van Dam Dairy has its principal place of
15 business within the County of Riverside, and because, upon information and belief, all Defendants
16 reside within the County of Riverside.
17
18

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
29.

Dick Van Dam Dairy subjects cows and calves to routine violence and denies them

19 basic care. Dick Van Dam Dairy does this by and through its partners, managers, and supervisors.
20

30.

In the fall of 2019, Animal Outlook (formerly known as Compassion Over Killing), a

21 501(c)(3) non-profit animal advocacy organization, conducted an undercover investigation into Dick
22 Van Dam Dairy.
23

31.

Specifically, between September 5, 2019 and November 7, 2019, an Animal Outlook

24 investigator was employed at the dairy, working as a milker first on the overnight shift, and then on
25 the day shift. The investigator’s job duties included herding and milking cows. While carrying out
26 these job functions, the investigator documented the condition and treatment of animals at the facility
27 via a covert camera.
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1

32.

The investigation revealed a pattern of widespread abuse and gross neglect of cows

2 and calves at Dick Van Dam Dairy. A brief video clip of some of this abuse and neglect is available
3 here, as Exhibit 2: aldf.org/dickvandam
4

33.

The investigation documented that virtually every Dick Van Dam Dairy employee

5 participates in this abuse and neglect, and that the abuse and neglect is condoned and even
6 encouraged by Dick Van Dam Dairy’s management—including each Defendant.
7
8
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34.

The investigation documented the dairy’s culture of cruelty and indifference.

A. Dick Van Dam Dairy Neglects Calves
35.

To enable the cows’ ongoing milk production, Dick Van Dam Dairy keeps its cows in

10 a continuous cycle of pregnancy, birth, and re-impregnation. Dick Van Dam Dairy promptly removes
11 the calves from their mothers so that the mothers can be milked.
12

36.

Dick Van Dam Dairy leaves newborn calves laying on a feces-covered ground,

13 unprotected from the elements.
14

37.

The undercover video shows flies blanketing the body of a live baby calf left to die—

15 without food, water, or protection from the elements—by Defendants in accordance with their normal
16 business practices, as shown below:
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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1

38.

The undercover video also shows cows trying to clean the calves, or simply standing

2 over their bodies, in the absence of care by the Defendants, as shown below:
3
4
5
6
7
8
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

39.

The investigation showed that infant calves frequently die at Dick Van Dam Dairy.

During over two months of employment, the undercover investigator witnessed no efforts by any
Dick Van Dam Dairy staff to keep any newborn calf alive—except for efforts by the investigator
herself. The investigator witnessed numerous newborn calves left out in the hot sun. Even further, the
investigator was never instructed to provide any care for these calves.
40.

The investigator also documented the dead, decomposing bodies of calves left in the

dirt for extended periods of time.
41.

Dick Van Dam Dairy lets newborn calves die because, as explained by one worker,

they’re worth too little money to bother saving.
B. Dick Van Dam Dairy Beats Cows with Canes and Pipes, in Addition Using Other Violent
Methods to Move Them
42.

Dick Van Dam Dairy uses beating, kicking, and other violent tactics as its main

method for moving animals, such as when moving cows into and out of the milking parlor on a daily
-8COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

1 basis.
2

43.

Specifically, employees of Dick Van Dam Dairy twist cows’ tails, kick and punch

3 them, stick their fingers in the cows’ eyes, and find other ways to inflict pain on a daily basis for the
4 purpose of causing the cows to move in and out of the narrow passageways and crowded metal gates
5 of the milking parlor.
6

44.

The primary object Dick Van Dam Dairy employees—including supervisors—use to

7 move cows or force them to do anything is a wooden cane, which is often a splintered cane.
8

45.

Over a period of two months at Dick Van Dam Dairy, the investigator documented
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9 dozens of instances of employees jabbing and beating the cows with these splintered canes, including
10 in their sensitive udders or faces.
11

46.

When jabbed with the canes in their udders or legs while they stood in the milking

12 parlor, cows would recoil and struggle to get away in an effort to avoid the blows, as shown in the
13 pictures below from the video captured by the investigator:
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

47.

Some cows’ tails were twisted so much that they broke.

48.

Dick Van Dam Dairy also uses metal pipes to beat animals.

49.

Dick Van Dam Dairy keeps the canes and pipes laying on the floor of or hung up in

the milking parlor under the raised milking aisles for ready access.
50.

Supervisors and others kick and punch cows in the face, and kick and punch their

51.

Workers at Dick Van Dam Dairy beat animals in plain sight of other workers.

52.

Multiple workers sometimes pile on. For instance, in one recorded event, an employee

udders.

prodded and hit a cow with a wooden cane 30 times. Then, another pulled her tail and hit her face
with a cane until she fell on the ground, hitting a gate.
53.

Sometimes, workers beat animals without any apparent goal—such as beating a cow

who is already standing in the place where she would need to stand to be milked, or beating a cow
who is already running in circles, terrified and confused.
54.

In multiple incidents, workers beat cows until they fell. For example, one employee

was recorded chasing a cow around in the back of the parlor. He hit her with a wooden cane several
-10COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

1 times. The cow slipped and fell twice. The second time, her head went under a gate.
2

55.

Even when the cows are behaving exactly as the staff wish—for example, by walking

3 into the milking parlor at the right time—Dick Van Dam Dairy staff beat the cows. The confused
4 cows then freeze, unsure of what action they can take to avoid pain. Despite the employees’ actions
5 causing the cows not to move, the animals’ halting prompts yet more violent blows from the workers.
6

56.

Thus, rather than calmly and efficiently walking into the milking parlor, the cows

7 become conditioned, by the workers’ continuous use of violent force, to expect beatings, which
8 causes the cows to be more fearful and apprehensive in approaching the milking parlor, further
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9 exacerbating the cycle of violence.
10

57.

During her two months as an employee at Dick Van Dam Dairy, the undercover

11 investigator never received any training on proper, efficient, or humane animal handling.
12
13

C. Dick Van Dam Dairy Neglects and Abuses Downed Cows
58.

Dick Van Dam Dairy’s violent handling of the cows, combined with its poor

14 management practices (detailed further below), lead to an inordinate number of cows becoming non15 ambulatory or “downed”—too sick or hurt to stand up on their own.
16

59.

Dick Van Dam Dairy engages in a variety of abuse and neglect of downed cows.

17 When a cow becomes downed, dairy staff violently move her out of the way and leave her to die.
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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1

60.

Specifically, Dick Van Dam Dairy repeatedly uses a metal hip clamp to lift such cows

2 all the way into the air. The disabled cow is then suspended many feet above the ground with her
3 large body hanging precariously from her hips:
4
5
6
7
8
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

61.

Dick Van Dam Dairy management and employees also attempt to move downed cows

by cruelly dragging them (using the hip clamp and tractor), kicking or punching them, twisting their
tails, and spraying them with high-pressure hoses.
62.

After getting these downed cows out of the way, Dick Van Dam Dairy leaves them to

die a slow, painful death. Sick, dying cows are left lying in the dirt and manure, without food, water,
or shelter.
63.

Dick Van Dam Dairy denies the downed cows veterinary care, or even the relief of

euthanasia.
D. Dick Van Dam Dairy’s Facilities and Management Practices Further Expose Cows to
Injury and Illness
64.

The Dick Van Dam Dairy facility and operations model are designed as if intended to

encourage abuse. The 1,600 cows at Dick Van Dam Dairy must walk through a maze of narrow
chutes, metal fences, and interlocking gates to make the trip to and from the milking parlor and
-12COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

1 stations, several times a day.
2

65.

The cows frequently get stuck on the metal fences or gates. According to the day shift

3 manager, this is because the equipment is from the 1970s and not conducive to milking cows.
4

66.

On information and belief, the milking parlor at Dick Van Dam Dairy was originally

5 designed in a different manner and for fewer cows—a herringbone parlor, in which cows approached
6 the milking stalls at an angle, built to accommodate roughly 1,000 cows. At some point Dick Van
7 Dam Dairy remodeled the dairy to make it a parallel parlor, in which cows stand in the milking stalls
8 perpendicular to the center of the parlor, and to milk 1,600 cows—in other words, to try to milk more
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9 cows more quickly.
10

67.

On information and belief, in the redesigned parlor, cows no longer exit following

11 each other, but must navigate metal bars and gates and enter and exit the milking stalls very close to
12 the back wall of the barn. This overly cramped design of the milking parlor exacerbates the abuse:
13 when cows get stuck, workers jab them with a cane.
14

68.

The fencing at Dick Van Dam Dairy is see-through and has sharp angles, both of

15 which may spook a cow and make animal movement more difficult.
16

69.

Dick Van Dam Dairy employees sometimes shut metal gates on cows while the cows

17 are still trapped in the equipment.
18

70.

The facilities are so cramped that, if a cow becomes too injured to stand, which

19 happens quite frequently at Dick Van Dam Dairy, the cow blocks all other cows’ movement until the
20 workers take some action—usually, a violent action.
21

71.

Further endangering them, Dick Van Dam Dairy subjects cows and calves to pervasive

22 filth and uncertain footing. The facility’s floors are made of old, cobblestone-patterned concrete, and
23 are slicked with urine, feces, and water (from workers spraying a hose). This often causes cows to
24 slip and fall, leading to an inordinate number of downed cows in the milking parlor.
25

72.

The slippery footing makes the cows apprehensive, causing them to walk more slowly

26 and uncertainly—which in turn leads the workers to beat the cows to drive them along more quickly.
27

73.

Cows at Dick Van Dam Dairy spend all their time on feces-covered mud and concrete
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1 (which leads to infections, as discussed further below), and never spend any time on grass.
2

74.

Trash is left lying around Dick Van Dam Dairy in various places. The trash and other

3 cleanliness issues resulted in “Unsatisfactory” markings during a January 24, 2020 California
4 Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) inspection.
5

75.

The CDFA inspector also observed “[m]any” two-year-old cows coming into the

6 milking parlor with dirty udders, which resulted in an additional “Unsatisfactory” marking.
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7

E. Dick Van Dam Dairy Fails to Provide Diseased and Injured Cows with Any Veterinary

8

Care

9

76.

In the months that the undercover investigator worked at Dick Van Dam Dairy, she

10 never once witnessed a veterinarian on the property. This is despite the fact that the investigator
11 documented numerous animals with serious, obvious ailments.
12

77.

At Dick Van Dam Dairy, because of the pervasive filth and poor management, cows

13 suffer from mastitis, a painful infection of the mammary gland, and other teat injuries:
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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1

78.

The investigator documented blood turning the milk pink, requiring the dairy to

2 discard it:
3
4
5
6
7
8
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10
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13
14

79.

Cows at Dick Van Dam Dairy also have eye ailments, lameness, bloody open wounds,

15 sores, and other ailments.
16

80.

Numerous cows at Dick Van Dam Dairy exhibit severe lameness, scoring 4’s and 5’s

17 on the dairy industry five-point gait scoring system (with 1 being a sound cow who walks normally
18 and 5, an extremely lame cow who cannot bear any weight on one leg). Dick Van Dam Dairy does
19 not isolate these lame cows for treatment and recovery, but keeps them in normal milking production
20 with the other cows, exacerbating their pain.
21

81.

In addition, hoof trimming is done so infrequently that multiple cows are left limping,

22 due to overgrown hoofs, while waiting for their next trim.
23

82.

For instance, one cow with a rotting hoof was barely able to stand as she was being

24 milked in the aisle, prompting a Dick Van Dam Dairy foreman and supervisor to approach her and
25 point out her hoof, stating, “Her foot is gonna rot and fall off!”
26

83.

In another incident, a worker forcibly wrenched a stillborn calf out from a cow using

27 chains wrapped around the dead calf’s legs. As the worker pulled the calf, the cow cried out,
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1 struggled, and braced her back legs, staggering in pain as the calf was pulled from her.
2

F. The Abuse and Neglect at Dick Van Dam Dairy is Chronic, Pervasive, Condoned by

3

Management, and Often Performed by Supervisors, including Supervisor Defendants

4

84.

Animal Outlook’s undercover investigator documented acts of abuse and neglect every

5 single day of her two-month employment at Dick Van Dam Dairy. The acts and practices the
6 investigator witnessed and documented were not sporadic or isolated, but the dairy’s routine way of
7 doing business.
8

85.

The undercover investigator documented three supervisors participating in the abuse,
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9 including Defendant Jaime Sanchez and Defendant Ramon Medina.
10

86.

Defendant Jaime Sanchez, the Dick Van Dam Dairy day shift manager, was involved

11 in numerous cruel incidents. He orchestrated the prolonged torture of a disabled cow, in which
12 Supervisor-Defendant Ramon Medina also participated.
13

87.

Specifically, Mr. Sanchez attached a metal hip clamp to the pelvic bone of a downed

14 cow and tightened it aggressively. He then kicked her in the face. Mr. Sanchez orchestrated the cow’s
15 removal from the milking parlor through the following acts: An employee named Alex climbed on
16 the disabled cow’s back, to scale a wall. Mr. Medina slammed a metal gate on her. An employee used
17 a tractor to drag her, face-down, through mud and manure-soaked concrete, and then to lift her from
18 the ground, via the hip clamp. The employee hoisted her at least fifteen feet in the air, with her pelvic
19 bone forced to support her full weight—approximately 1,500 to 2,000 pounds. The employees
20 dropped her on bare dirt and left the cow there to suffer. After one to four days, she finally died.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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1

88.

Here is an image of her being dragged along the ground:

89.

Mr. Sanchez operated a tractor to drag a second downed cow through dirt and feces,

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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10
11
12
13
14

15 as she struggled to gain traction on the ground.
16

90.

In another incident, Mr. Sanchez jabbed the end of a wooden cane six times into the

17 side and udder of a cow. On two other occasions that same day, he jabbed the end of a wooden cane
18 into a cow more than 10 times each—this again included a sensitive udder. A few days earlier, Mr.
19 Sanchez similarly jabbed the end of a wooden cane into a cow’s side multiple times.
20

91.

Mr. Sanchez also repeatedly jabbed a cane into a cow who was limping.

21

92.

On another occasion, Mr. Sanchez twisted a cow’s tail and punched her twice in her

93.

On another, Mr. Sanchez and two other workers used a cane with a sharpened edge to

22 side.
23

24 poke and jab cows.
25

94.

There are numerous other recorded incidents of Mr. Sanchez striking cows with

26 wooden canes.
27

95.

In another incident, Defendant Ramon Medina violently hit cows as fellow Supervisor
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1 Mr. Sanchez watched.
2

96.

Mr. Medina was present when an employee kicked a cow six times and dug his finger

3 into the cow’s eye. Rather than stepping in to stop it, Mr. Medina joined in the abuse: he and the
4 employee both pulled the cow’s tail.
5

97.

Mr. Medina worked together with that same employee to hit and jab cows with

6 wooden canes over 25 times in another incident.
7

98.

On another occasion, Mr. Medina struck a cow multiple times in the face, neck, and

8 legs, with a wooden cane.
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99.

On another, he jabbed the end of a splintered cane into a cow’s body. And on another,

10 after jabbing a cow approximately 15 ties with a wooden cane, he pulled her leg by digging the
11 hooked end of a cane into it. In yet another incident, he prodded a cow in the neck and body with a
12 splintered cane.
13

100.

In one instance, Mr. Medina used a cane on a cow approximately ten times, until she

14 collapsed. In another, Mr. Medina’s use of a cane caused a cow to run into a gate.
15

101.

There are numerous other recorded incidents of Mr. Medina cruelly beating cows with

16 a wooden cane or metal pole.
17

102.

Mr. Medina engaged in this abuse even though he told the undercover investigator that

18 workers shouldn’t strike the cows because they would remember the abuse and it would frighten
19 them. In other words, both individually and together with other employees, Mr. Medina participated
20 in and condoned the abuse that he knew—and had expressed to others—was wrong.
21

103.

A third supervisor, who was a foreman, was also documented engaging in extensive

22 animal abuse.
23

104.

The dairy’s staff regard Defendant Glen Van Dam as their boss. Despite this, the

24 undercover investigator observed an employee freely jabbing a cow in Glen Van Dam’s presence,
25 without any reaction from Glen Van Dam. In the recorded incident, a worker jabs a cow’s belly and
26 head with a wooden cane.
27

105.

Upon information and belief, employees generally understood that animal treatment
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1 practices occurring at Dick Van Dam Dairy—such as those described in this Complaint—were
2 acceptable to Glen Van Dam. He was frequently present at Dick Van Dam Dairy during the
3 undercover investigation. Defendant Glen Van Dam was frequently seen dictating which cows should
4 be sent to slaughter, standing in the pens where sick cows were kept, driving a pickup truck around
5 the dairy, and speaking with day and night shift managers.
6

106.

The undercover investigator also observed Defendant Dick Van Dam visiting the dairy

7 multiple times during her employment at the dairy. Employees view Dick Van Dam as the real owner
8 of the dairy. Upon information and belief, Defendants Dick Van Dam and Frances Van Dam live on
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9 the property where Dick Van Dam Dairy is located.
10

107.

Upon information and belief, Defendants’ practices have not changed; they continue to

11 abuse and neglect cows every day.
12

G. Dick Van Dam Dairy’s Treatment of the Cows and Handling and Management Practices

13

Run Contrary to Accepted Animal Care or Dairy Industry Standards

14

108.

Cows are gentle, sensitive, peaceful animals who can feel pain and fear, and are

15 attuned to the pain and distress of the other cows in their herd. Cows share strong bonds with one
16 another, with the bonds between a mother and her calf being especially strong.
17

109.

In recognition of cows’ docile nature and capacity for pain and distress, dairy industry

18 manuals and standards—including the National Dairy FARM (Farmers Assuring Responsible
19 Management) Program’s Animal Care Manual; the Cattle Care Standards: Recommendations for
20 Meeting California Legal Requirements, published by the Center for Food Animal Health at University
21 of California Davis; and animal handling expert Dr. Temple Grandin’s guides and resources—
22 provide that cows should never be forced to move via violent and abusive methods.
23

110.

For example, the National Dairy FARM manual states that the cow’s “tail must never

24 be used aggressively to move a cow. Calm and appropriate handling does not result in harm to the
25 animals. Tails can be broken through twisting, jacking or other rough handling.”
26

111.

This and other dairy industry manuals explicitly state that cows should never be beaten

27 and that (according to the National Dairy FARM manual), “when using any handling device, abuse is
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1 never tolerated.” Yet beating, tail twisting, and other violent methods are the standard means by
2 which Dick Van Dam Dairy moves cows.
3

112.

Dick Van Dam Dairy’s treatment of downed cows similarly contradicts accepted dairy

4 industry practices. For example, according to the UC Davis Cattle Care Standards, “any injury or
5 condition where [a cow] cannot bear weight on all four limbs or … is not able to move or is … unable
6 to rise or stand” produces the sort of pain and distress that calls for “medical care [to] be provided” or
7 “euthanasia.”
8

113.

Similarly, the National Dairy FARM Program’s Animal Care Manual provides that
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9 downed cows are to be “provided prompt medical care” and should be “promptly euthanized” when
10 they are “highly unlikely to become ambulatory again, with little chance of recovery or good quality
11 of life.” Yet Dick Van Dam Dairy leaves downed cows to suffer slow, painful deaths, and neither
12 provides medical care nor euthanasia.
13

114.

Dairy industry manuals further prohibit using the metal hip clamp to hoist and lift

14 cows. The metal hip clamp is a device meant for use as a stability aid—not a tool for moving, lifting,
15 and dragging. Industry guidelines forbid using the hip claim in exactly the manner Dick Van Dam
16 Dairy does, because doing so injures and causes pain to cows. Indeed, Dick Van Dam Dairy’s
17 conduct is the National Dairy FARM manual’s “textbook” example of what not to do with the hip
18 clamp:
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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1

115.

Dairy industry manuals and standards also provide that facilities should be designed

2 and maintained to minimize risk of infection and injury to the animals. According to animal handling
3 authority Dr. Temple Grandin, non-slip flooring is essential to prevent falls and crippling injuries,
4 because humane, efficient handling is impossible on slick floors.
5

116.

The UC Davis Cattle Care Standards similarly provide that “excessive feces, urine,

6 mud or other waste products should not accumulate within the housing enclosures to the extent that
7 these cause unhealthy wet conditions.” Maintaining cleanliness and providing clean, dry bedding for
8 cows is also critical to preventing and minimizing mastitis.
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9

117.

Yet Dick Van Dam Dairy’s mud and concrete floors lack non-slip covering and are

10 routinely slicked with manure and urine. This causes cows to slip and fall and to become downed.
11 And Dick Van Dam Dairy’s failure to provide a clean, manure-free space for its cows to lie down
12 leads them to develop painful infections.
13

118.

Finally, dairy industry manuals state that cows should be provided prompt veterinary

14 attention—both preventative and therapeutic. The UC Davis Cattle Care Standards, for example,
15 provide that “cattle exhibiting signs of pain, suffering or failure to thrive from any medical condition
16 or injury should receive medical care or euthanasia performed within an appropriate time period.” Yet
17 Dick Van Dam Dairy routinely denies cows any veterinary care, including for mastitis, teat injuries,
18 lameness, and open wounds. Clinically lame cows are driven to be milked (and beaten when they
19 slow down), when proper practice is to separate and allow them to recover.
20

119.

Despite the cruelty inflicted upon them, the cows forced to live at Dick Van Dam

21 Dairy seem to exhibit empathy for one another and to form bonds.
22

120.

Video shows multiple incidents when cows appear especially attuned to the suffering

23 of a sick or injured herd mate—they crowd around and gently sniff a cow or calf who lays on the
24 ground.
25

121.

In another instance—that of the workers cruelly pulling the dead calf out of the cow

26 with chains—cows converged around the mother cow, putting their noses through the fence as her
27 dead calf lay on the ground behind her.
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1

122.

The undercover investigator also witnessed multiple incidents of cows grouped

2 together as a unit, bracing themselves against one another for protection, when threatened by Dick
3 Van Dam Dairy’s staff. The cows on the outside of the group would then take the blows that the staff
4 would inevitably inflict upon them.
5

123.

On still another occasion, the undercover investigator documented two cows laying on
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6 the ground, pressing their bodies against another, with their heads resting on each other.
7

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

8

Declaratory and Injunctive Relief Under Corporations Code § 10404

9

Against All Defendants

10

124.

Plaintiff Caru SPCA hereby incorporates by reference each and every allegation in this

11 Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
12

125.

Corporations Code Section 10404 empowers humane societies specially incorporated

13 under Section 10400 to enjoin entities and individuals from violating laws related to or affecting
14 animals by “proffer[ing] a complaint against any person, before any court or magistrate having
15 jurisdiction, for violation of any law relating to or affecting animals[.]”
16

126.

Caru SPCA is a humane society incorporated under Section 10400 of the Corporations

17 Code. Pursuant to Section 10404, Caru SPCA seeks to enjoin Defendants from continuing to violate
18 laws relating to or affecting animals.
19

127.

Caru SPCA is entrusted with the authority, via Corporations Code Section 10404, to

20 challenge Defendants’ illegal animal abuse as part of the explicit and comprehensive legislative
21 scheme for enforcement of anticruelty laws.
22

128.

California’s animal cruelty statutes (including Sections 597, 597.1, 597a, 597f, and

23 597s of the Penal Code) prohibit “every act, omission, or neglect whereby [an animal’s] unnecessary
24 or unjustifiable physical pain or suffering is caused or permitted….” These protections generally
25 extend to all non-human animals. Under Penal Code Section 599b, the word “animal” includes every
26 dumb creature….”
27

129.

These legal protections apply to cows, including those in dairies.
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1

130.

Defendants are in ongoing violation of California’s animal cruelty laws. Specific laws

2 which Defendants violate are listed below.
3

131.

Defendants violate two independent provisions of Penal Code Section 597(a):

4

132.

Defendants maliciously and intentionally torture cows. To give just one, non-

5 exhaustive example, Defendants kicked a disabled cow in the face, slammed a metal gate on her,
6 dragged her face-down through manure-slicked concrete, used a hip clamp to dangle her in the air,
7 and then left her to suffer and die.
8

133.

Defendants maliciously and intentionally wound cows. This is evidenced, by way of
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9 example only and not limitation, by the fact that Defendants beat animals excessively, including with
10 splintered canes and metal poles, and frequently cause cows to slip or fall due both to such beatings
11 and to the slippery conditions at Dick Van Dam Dairy; combined with the fact that cows at Dick Van
12 Dam Dairy have been repeatedly documented with open wounds and with lameness. Upon
13 information and belief, Defendants cause the cows’ wounds.
14

134.

Defendants violate multiple independent provisions of Penal Code Section 597(b):

15

135.

Defendants overdrive cows. By way of examples only, Defendants beat cows until

16 they move, and then continue to beat the cows once they have begun moving, causing the confused
17 animals to run in circles until they fall. Defendants further drive lame cows to milking.
18

136.

Defendants torture cows.

19

137.

Defendants torment cows.

20

138.

Defendants deprive cows and calves of necessary sustenance, drink, and shelter. By

21 way of example and not limitation, Defendants leave downed cows to die, without giving them food,
22 water, shelter, or medical care; and Defendants leave calves to die, unprotected from the elements and
23 without proper care.
24

139.

Defendants cruelly beat cows.

25

140.

Defendants cruelly kill cows and calves. For example, when cows become too sick or

26 hurt to stand or walk, Defendants violently move them out of the way and leave them to die a slow,
27 painful death, without access to food, water, or veterinary care. Similarly, Defendants leaving
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1 newborn calves lying in feces, covered in flies, and decline to provide any care for them, until the
2 calves die.
3

141.

Defendants cause animals to be so treated. By way of example only, Defendants hire,

4 train, fail to train, supervise, and fail to supervise employees and others so as to allow and encourage
5 such treatment. Defendant Glen Alan Van Dam tolerates and condones such treatment; and
6 Defendants Dick Van Dam, Frances Loretta Van Dam, and Jennifer Ann Van Dam entrust the dairy,
7 which they own, into the care of individuals who commit, allow, and encourage such treatment.
8

142.

Defendants, having the charge and custody of cows and calves, subject them to
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9 needless suffering, and inflict unnecessary cruelty upon them, abuse them, and fail to provide them
10 with proper food, drink, or shelter or protection from the weather.
11

143.

Defendants Dick Van Dam Dairy, Dick Van Dam, Glen Alan Van Dam, Jennifer Ann

12 Van Dam, and Frances Loretta Van Dam who are owners and keepers of the cows and calves at Dick
13 Van Dam Dairy; and Defendants Jaime Sanchez and Ramon Medina, who are keepers of the cows
14 and calves at Dick Van Dam Dairy; permit the animals to be in buildings and enclosures without
15 proper care and attention, in violation of Penal Code Section 597.1. By way of example and not
16 limitation, Defendants fail to provide the cows and calves with proper medical care and fail to
17 provide proper food or water to downed cows.
18

144.

Defendants Dick Van Dam Dairy, Dick Van Dam, Glen Alan Van Dam, Jennifer Ann

19 Van Dam, and Frances Loretta Van Dam, who are owners and possessors of the cows and calves at
20 Dick Van Dam Dairy; permit the animals to be in buildings and enclosures without proper care and
21 attention, in violation of Penal Code Section 597f.
22

145.

Defendants carry cows, and cause them to be carried, in a cruel and inhuman manner

23 in and upon a vehicle (a tractor), and knowingly authorize and permit cows and calves to be subjected
24 to unnecessary torture, suffering, and cruelty, in violation of Penal Code Section 597a.
25

146.

Defendants willfully abandon calves and cows, in violation of Penal Code Section

26 597s. For example, Defendants move downed cows out of the way, and leave them to die without
27 food, water, shelter, or medical care. Defendants also leave newborn calves to die.
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1

147.

Dick Van Dam Dairy constitutes a stockyard because it is a place where cattle are

2 kept. While on the premises of a stockyard, Defendants drag cows (via a hip clamp) in violation of
3 Penal Code Section 599f.
4

148.

Defendants are also in ongoing violation of San Jacinto’s animal care laws. Specific

5 laws which Defendants violate are listed below.
6

149.

Defendants fail to keep the Dick Van Dam Dairy premises sanitary and allow those

7 premises to constitute a fly breeding area and a source of offensive odors and potential human and
8 animal disease, in violation of San Jacinto Municipal Code Section 6.24.040(A) (“Animal premises
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9 shall be kept sanitary and shall not constitute a fly breeding area or a source of offensive odors or
10 potential human and animal disease.”). By way of illustration only, Defendants allow urine and feces
11 to accumulate on the ground, and numerous flies are present on the property.
12

150.

Defendants abandon cows and calves on private property, in violation of San Jacinto

13 Municipal Code Section 6.24.040(b) (“No person shall abandon any animal on any private or public
14 property.”).
15

151.

Animal Outlook’s undercover investigator witnessed (and in many instances

16 documented) acts constituting unlawful animal cruelty and neglect every single day of her
17 employment at Dick Van Dam Dairy, between September 5, 2019 and November 7, 2019. Upon
18 information and belief, Defendants continue to commit unlawful animal cruelty and neglect every
19 day.
20

152.

Upon information and belief, each of the Defendants either explicitly or implicitly

21 authorized the acts of animal abuse and neglect described herein. Indeed, the dairy facility was
22 designed and managed in such a manner that animals would get stuck and would slip and fall. The
23 tools provided to employees were specifically designed for abuse. Employees were not trained on
24 humane handling; abuse and neglect were pervasive. Supervisors participated in the abuse. And
25 employees made no effort to hide their abusive behavior from Defendants. As the dairy entity itself,
26 each of its partners, and several supervisors, Defendants have control over and responsibility for the
27 treatment of animals at Dick Van Dam Dairy.
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1

153.

Each act of abuse or neglect alleged in this Complaint was unnecessary and

2 unjustifiable. Although dairy industry standards do not provide a metric for what is necessary or
3 justified, that Dick Van Dam Dairy’s conduct falls so far short of, and in many instances is
4 diametrically opposed to, dairy industry standards indicates that, by definition, it is neither necessary
5 nor justified; it is patently unnecessary for a dairy to violate its own industry standards. Moreover,
6 none of the abuse or neglect could be justified for any other reason—none was done in self-defense or
7 in defense of others, for example.
8

154.

Upon information and belief, each of the animal victims was both owned by, and/or in
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9 the custody of, Defendants, during the abuse and neglect.
10

155.

Each of the employees who carried out the abuse and neglect was an agent of

11 Defendants.
12

156.

Defendant Dick Van Dam Dairy, and its partners, owners, and managers—Defendants

13 Dick Van Dam, Glen Alan Van Dam, Jennifer Ann Van Dam, and Frances Loretta Van Dam—are
14 responsible for each act of abuse or neglect alleged herein.
15

157.

Defendant-Supervisors Jaime Sanchez and Ramon Medina are responsible for each act

16 of abuse and neglect they committed personally, for each act of abuse and neglect committed by their
17 respective subordinates, and for each act of abuse and neglect committed at Dick Van Dam Dairy in
18 their presence.
19

158.

Unless specifically enjoined by this Court, Defendants will continue their illegal

20 conduct.
21

159.

Caru SPCA seeks injunctive relief preventing Defendants from continuing to violate

22 these laws pursuant to the enforcement authority provided by Corporations Code Section 10404, in
23 addition to other relief, as described in the Prayer for Relief below.
24

160.

Among the remedies set forth in the Prayer for Relief, Caru SPCA seeks the

25 appointment of a referee under Code of Civil Procedure Section 639 to oversee the removal of all
26 cows and calves from Defendants’ ownership, care, and custody, with placement decisions based on
27 the best interests of the animal, and with preference given for release into bona-fide animal
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1 sanctuaries.
2

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

3

Declaratory and Injunctive Relief Under Corporations Code § 14501

4

Against All Defendants

5

161.

Plaintiff Caru SPCA hereby incorporates by reference each and every allegation in this

6 Complaint as though set forth in full herein.
7

162.

Pursuant to Section 14501 of the Corporations Code, “[a] humane society may”

8 “enforce the provisions of laws of this state for the prevention of cruelty to animals,” even “in the
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9 absence of a contract with a city, city and county, or county.”
10

163.

Caru SPCA is a humane society incorporated under Section 10400 of the Corporations

11 Code. Pursuant to Section 14501, Caru SPCA seeks to enjoin Defendants from operating in violation
12 of laws relating to or affecting animals.
13

164.

Defendants are in ongoing violation of California’s animal cruelty laws, as described

14 in the First Cause of Action.
15

165.

Caru SPCA seeks injunctive relief preventing Defendants from continuing to violate

16 these laws pursuant to the enforcement authority provided by Corporations Code Section 14501, in
17 addition to other relief, as described in the Prayer for Relief below.
18
19

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Caru SPCA seeks judgment in its favor and against Defendants, and

20 each of them, as follows:
21

On All Causes of Action:

22
23
24
25
26
27

1. For declaratory relief stating that Defendants’ conduct violates California and San Jacinto
animal cruelty laws;
2. For permanent injunctive relief preventing Defendants and their successors, agents,
representatives, employees, and any party acting in concert with them, from engaging in
conduct that violates the California animal cruelty laws, or the San Jacinto animal care
laws;
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1

3. For permanent injunctive relief appointing a referee to oversee the removal of all cows and

2

calves from Defendants’ ownership, care, and custody, with placement decisions based on

3

the best interests of the animal, and with preference given for release into bona-fide

4

animal sanctuaries;

5
6
7
8
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9
10
11

4. For relief charging the cost of transferring and rehoming the forfeited animals to Dick Van
Dam Dairy;
5. For permanent injunctive relief ordering Defendants to wind down the Dick Van Dam
Dairy business, to be completed within 120 days of the date judgment is entered;
6. For permanent injunctive relief preventing Defendants from owning, possessing, raising,
milking, or working with cows, calves, or other animals;
7. For permanent injunctive relief preventing Defendants from operating, running, being

12

employed by, or being involved with any business that owns, possesses, raises, milks, or

13

makes money from cows, calves, or other animals;

14
15
16

8. For all costs, expenses, and reasonable attorneys’ fees incurred by Plaintiff in bringing this
action; and
9. For such other and further relief as the court may deem just and proper.

17
18

DATED: September 30, 2020

ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND

19
20

By:
Kelsey Eberly
Attorneys for Plaintiff,
CARU SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION
OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS

21
22
23
24

DATED: September 30, 2020

TALKOV LAW CORP.

25

By:

26

Colleen Sparks
Attorneys for Plaintiff,
CARU SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION
OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS

27
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